Abstract: This study develops an agent-based computational stock market model in which each trader's buying and selling decisions are endogenously determined by multiple factors: namely, firm profitability, past stock price movement, and imitation of other traders. Each trader can switch from being a buyer to a seller, and vice versa, depending on market conditions. Simulation findings imply liquidity in the stock market decreases as more traders try to behave in a similar way to other traders. Stock return volatility is increasing in memory length when the information set of a trader includes only the fundamental of stock. On the other hand, when all traders consider only the past stock price movement, stock prices undergo boom and bust cycles with the occasional no-trade states. Furthermore, when traders consider three factors equally, the stock return is characterized by more pronounced fat-tail property and lower volatility.
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PUBLIC INTEREST STATEMENT
This paper builds an agent-based computational stock market model to examine how simple behavioral trading rules by agents affect the asset price dynamics. In the model, the information set of a trader includes firm profitability, past stock price movement, and investment decisions by neighboring traders. Stock market dynamics are quite different depending on what factors are employed. When all traders attempt to mimic each other, the no-trade state quickly emerges. We also find the stock return volatility varies by the memory length of a trader, the extent of use of historical stock market data. It is also shown the fat-tail property in the stock return distribution is more pronounced when traders consider three factors equally. Interestingly, when all traders only respond the past stock return, stock prices are characterized by the boom and bust cycle.
In the model, traders allocate their wealth between a risky stock and a risk-free asset based on heterogeneous information sets. The information set of each trader can include data on three factors: firm profitability, the past stock return movement, and the investment behavior of other traders with whom a trader interacts. The behavioral assumption on portfolio rebalancing used in this study is based on a mixture of network effect 2 and momentum strategies.
While the current literature focuses on endogenous switching between a few trading types (i.e. chartists and fundamentalists), we rather view agents as standing somewhere between extreme types. Rather than imposing endogenous selection among different forecasting rules, we take a shortcut: demand or supply is a direct function of the factors described. This could be understood as there exists a sort of internal forecasting mechanism that converts the information set to a specific investment rule. 3 Chiarella Iori and Perelló (2009) take a similar approach in their study of a double auction stock market. The distinctive feature of their model is that a trader forms an expectation about future stock returns based on multiple components, i.e. fundamentalist component, chartist component, and the noise component. What differentiates our model from Chiarella et al. (2009) is that we replace the fundamental price by the subjective perception of a trader on current firm profitability relative to the history of it. 4 Also, subjective evaluation of each component does not go through expectation formation process. Rather, they are directly blended into portfolio choice.
One of the key advantages of exploiting multiple factors in forming portfolio decision is that we have a flexible platform which allows us to explore how heterogeneous responses to each of factors affect stock market dynamics. For example, it would be worthwhile to see how the system reacts to conflicting signals about asset valuation, i.e. low profitability coupled with past high stock return.
It should be noted that subjective comparison of current firm profitability relative to past profitability inherently involves selection of extent of past data usage (i.e. memory length). In this study, the relative profitability of the firm is represented as the normalized deviation of current dividend to moving average of the dividend. Memory length in using past information and heterogeneous learning gain is shown to be crucial aspects of market dynamics in LeBaron (2001a LeBaron ( , 2001b LeBaron ( , 2012 . As we will see in the following sections, our model also generates quite different market dynamics under different schemes of memory length.
Another distinction between this study and previous computational stock market studies is that our model permits the endogenous determination of trading positions and no-trade states. A notrade state is a situation where all traders are on the same side of trading direction for any values in the space of stock price. This feature has rarely been examined in a majority of computational stock market models since it is conventional to assume that there always is a fixed amount of stock shares that are ready to be supplied. This assumption is analogous to saying there is a continuous IPO market in each trading period. We circumvent this unrealistic convention by postulating that a trader's demand or supply for stocks is dependent on his current state.
This study critically departs from the earlier literature in an additional way; the portfolio choice of a trader is directly influenced by the portfolio profile of linked traders. The mimetic behavior could be expressed as the following: if my friends buy more stock, I would also buy more. 5 We model stock holdings of a trader as a function of stock holdings of agents within his interacting boundaries. The rationale for this type of assumption can be found in numerous works in the empirical finance literature that show the significance of social influence on financial investment behavior (e.g. Brown, traders create a more volatile stock return process than short-memory dividend traders. For the stock market with traders who care about only a prior stock return, stock prices fluctuate in a cyclical pattern marked by a no-trade state at the peak of each cycle.
On the other hand, if the market is populated only with network traders who try to mimic the average behavior of others, then the stock market collapses to a no-trade state after a few stock exchanges. Finally, when all traders place equal weight on the three factors, stock returns exhibit a more pronounced fat-tail property, with lower stock return volatility, relative to the case in which all traders only take into account firm profitability.
Regarding trading performance, long memory dividend traders' average wealth turns out to be highest compared to other types of traders. However, we do not find any significant differences in real wealth growth rates across different types of traders except that trend-following traders' average wealth growth is most volatile. This paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the model followed by a detailed description of the proposed model. Section 3 outlines the experimental design to be used for sensitivity testing. In Section 4, we present simulation results for six illustrative test cases. The paper concludes with several remarks.
Model description

Overview
The model consists of a finite number (N) of traders repeatedly interacting in a dynamic stock market. There is a single risky asset (stock) and a single risk-free asset (bond). Traders are initially endowed with a mixture of risk-free bonds and stock shares. All traders in the model are wealth seekers in the sense that they keep rebalancing their asset portfolios, based on an observed information set, in anticipation of wealth growth. Tables 1 and 2 summarize the variables used throughout the model. Figure 1 depicts a typical day in the life of a trader. A trader starts out his day by receiving the dividend. Afterward, he goes out for interacting with his friends. From these mutual interactions, traders get informed of the current portfolio profiles of his friends. The profiles simply contain the stock holdings of his friends. After that, a trader reads through his all financial accounts and newspapers to collect relevant information for a subsequent trading. The information set, I it , includes the portfolio profiles of neighboring traders (
), the current number of stock shares (S it ), the current number of bonds (B it ), the stock price of a previous trading period (P t ), the current wealth (W it ),the bond price (Q t ), and dividend (d t+1 ).
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Once a stock market opens up for trading, a trader i computes his desired stock holding, which is measured as a percentage of his current wealth. We assume the trader's desired stock holding as a function of three distinct factors in the information set previously collected: the portfolio profiles of neighborhood; firm's profitability; and past stock return performance. A trader may have a different weight on each factor, depending on his nature, experiences, etc. Consequently, for each trader, the weights placed on three factors determine his trading type. These weights will constitute important treatment factors which will be systematically varied in the subsequent computational experiments. Once a trader determines his desired stock holding, he forms his demand bid or supply offer for stock shares and submits this bid/offer to the stock market. Afterward, stock bids/offers are matched to achieve a market clearing solution consisting of a trading volume and a closing stock price. Subsequently, his new stock holding (x it ), which is defined as a ratio of the cash value of shares to wealth, is realized. This step finalizes one day of a trader. In the model, all traders go through this daily routine. In the following subsections, we provide the detailed explanations for each component in the routine. Tables 1 and 2 can be used for references in the following discussions.
Dividend payout
As described above, a trader starts out his day by receiving dividends for stock shares currently held. One notable assumption on dividend payments is that they are automatically converted to the riskfree bonds before submitting a bid or an offer for stock shares. This assumption is pivotal for the overall market dynamics because the dividend payments function as persistent disturbances in the current portfolio position of a trader, which may lead him to adjust his portfolio continuously.
We assume the logarithm of the dividend (d t ) follows a random walk with a drift (d):
where affects a volatility of the dividend process, and t is a Gaussian white noise term. Once the current dividend is paid out to the trader, it is recorded in the information set I it of trader i for subsequent use in portfolio rebalancing.
Social interaction
As mentioned in the introduction, the salient feature of the model in this study is the existence of mutual interactions among traders that affect stock holdings in every trading period. The network structure, which defines a channel through which the interactions among traders occur, is one of the crucial features of the model. In this study, we incorporate a Small-World Network (henceforth, SWN) as the network structure that I impose. The SWN is an extension of locally connected networks with a small number of traders having distant links to other traders in different local networks. It has been emerging as a good description of a realistic social network structure and has been widely applied in different contexts.
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Figure 2 illustrates how the social network among traders is structured in the model. Each node represents an individual trader. An edge which connects two nodes implies that two traders are linked. If traders are linked, they both affect each other in portfolio rebalancing. Let T denote the set of all traders in the market. Formally, the set Z i ∈ T is defined as follows.
where q ij = 1 if i and j are linked. Otherwise, q ij = 0. The network structure assumed here is an undirected graph in which the direction of a link is not of importance. Formally, we can express the network structure as a symmetric matrix. I assume trader i regards himself as an element of Z i .
Therefore, all diagonal elements are one in a matrix representation of the network.
The interaction yields the portfolio profiles of neighborhood traders (
), a vector of stock holdings of traders in interactions. The portfolio profiles for the traders in Z i are assumed to be included in the information set for trader i.
Desired stock holding
In rational expectation asset pricing models, the optimal portfolio weight can be easily computed using only the expected return and volatility of an asset.
8 Unlike this conventional approach, we rather exploit behavioral assumptions that enable us to embrace a higher degree of heterogeneity.
(1)
The factors included in the model need not be restricted to the specific factors used in the current study.
In this stock market model, the key process in the daily routine of a trader is how a trader calculates hisprovisional 9 desired stock holding as a percentage of his wealth, at the beginning of the period. As will be clarified below, we assume that the provisional desired stock holding (x it+1 ) of a trader i is a function of three factors: firm profitability; a past stock return; and the investment behavior of other traders. These factors are called as "dividend factor," "technical factor," and "network factor," respectively.
The dividend factor enters into a trader's consideration as a signal for a firm's future profitability. A trader takes into account of the relative profitability of the firm, which is expressed as a deviation of the current dividend from a moving average of past dividends. This factor influences an agent's decision as follows: a positive deviation of from the moving average signals traders to increase their stock holding, and vice versa.
The technical factor is the stock return (r t ) 10 realized in the previous trading period. Specifically, we assume the positive stock return in the previous trading period causes the trader to rebalance his portfolio in favor of stocks over bonds. This type of behavioral pattern has been ascribed to momentum traders in the computational literature or leveraged financial institutions with risk regulations.
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The network factor, which is a byproduct of interactions, gets traders infused with a beauty contest environment that leads them to mimic the behavior of other traders in their neighborhood sets. For example, if one trader finds that weighted average of stock holdings in his networking boundary has increased, then (all else equal) he will rebalance his portfolio in favor of more stocks.
Summing up, the provisional desired stock holding (x i,t+1 ) for period t + 1 is specifically determined as follows: where i is a vector of weights on the portfolio profiles of neighboring traders, d h i t is an h i period's moving average of dividend, i is a weight on the network factor and i is a weight on the dividend factor. The memory length, h i , of a trader i determines the extent of past dividend data usage in forming the dividend moving average. This parameter is one of the key variables of the model. For example, a higher value of memory length implies the use of longer time series of dividend in computing the dividend moving average. As will be seen, the dynamics of stock market depend strongly on the choice of h i . A high degree of trader heterogeneity can be implemented by varying the weights ( i , i ) assigned to the network factor and dividend factor for each trader i. Depending on the values of these weights, a trader can be categorized as one of the following four trading types:
Definition 4 A trader i is a "hybrid trader" iff i ∈ (0, 1), i ∈ (0, 1).
The functional forms of f and g in (3) are given by (4) and (5):
is an aggression parameter for the dividend factor and g i is an aggression parameter for the stock return factor. In other words, the functions f, g are response functions which determine how aggressively a trader reacts to innovations in the dividend factor and the stock return factor. 
Systemic inertia
After computing the provisional desired stock holding (x i,t+1 ) for period t + 1, a trader i's next task in period t is to determine the final desired stock holding (x * i,t+1 ). We assume that the desired stock holding changes only if the provisional desired stock holding (x i,t+1 ) deviates significantly from the current stock holding (x it ). Specifically, it is modeled by introducing the systemic inertia into the portfolio rebalancing: a tolerance level (Tol i ) of a trader i acts as a proxy for this inertia, which dampens the possibility of frequent trading.
12 By this construction, we infuse the model with the additional source of heterogeneity.
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The final desired stock holding (x * i,t+1 ), which will be the basis for a bid or an offer for stock shares, is determined as follows:
Note that (6) prevents frantic trading behavior in the sense that it dampens the frequency of the desire to trade further.
Endogenous switching between buying and selling
Given a desired stock holding x * i,t+1 for period t + 1, a trader i's next task is to translate this desired stock holding into the number of shares using the prevailing stock price: Subsequently, given S * i,t+1 , a trader forms his demand or supply of stocks according to the following rule:
Let i,t+1 be an index for trading direction at the beginning of trading period t + 1. Let i,t+1 = 1 if a trader wishes to buy, and let i,t+1 = −1 if trader i wishes to sell. Otherwise, let i,t+1 = 0. Then it follows that Equation (9) implies that a trader has a unique switching price (P s i,t+1 ) at which his trading direction changes. We can easily observe that the heterogeneity in the switching price is the definitive source of exchanges for stock shares. For instance, if all traders collapse to the same switching price, the no-trade state emerges. 
Market price determination
In this study, it is assumed that there is a Walrasian auctioneer who adjusts the stock price to clear the market using a tâtonnement process. When the auctioneer announces a stock price, traders make bids or offers by the announced price. The auctioneer then adjusts the stock price until the stock market clears. However, we restrict an increment in the tâtonnement process to be unity, which implies that the market price cannot be infinitely finetuned to clear the market. Therefore, in this setting, there is no guarantee that the market clearing stock price exists. If it does not exist, the auctioneer closes the trading period with the unique price that minimizes excess demand or excess supply as follows:
The rationale for this restriction is to achieve a reconciliation between the ideal Walrasian equilibrium world and the real stock market that is frequently characterized by uncleared bids and offers in the order book. If there are uncleared bids or offers, a rationing is executed randomly. For an excess demand (supply) case, the rationing of stock shares is put into effect only for buyers (sellers). Given this rationing scheme, a trader may end up being only partially successful in achieving the desired portfolio rebalancing.
Experimental design
Specification of treatment parameter values
The model is quite flexible in terms of allowing investigation of market dynamics under various settings. To demonstrate it as a flexible platform, we consider six simple cases as clear illustrations of the proposed model. One treatment factor varied across these cases is memory length (h i ) 14 upon which the dividend moving average is computed: short-memory length (i.e. ten trading periods) vs. long-memory length (i.e. one hundred trading periods). Two additional treatment factors varied across these cases are the weight i on the network factor and the weight i on the dividend factor in the determination of the provisional desired stock holdings x * i,t+1 for each trader i; see (3). Table 3 lists the six cases studied in our simulation experiments. Since exploring all possible pairs of values for and is prohibitive, we restrict our analysis to three pure types of traders who consider only one factor in the determination of their provisional desired stock holdings ( i = 0 or i = 0 ) and one hybrid trader type who places equal weight on all three factors in the determination of his provisional desired stock holdings ( i = i = 1∕3).
Specification for maintained parameter values
In this section, we provide the specific values of exogenous variables for which each case in Table 3 is implemented. Table 4 lists values of exogenous variables used in this study.
The dividend process (1) is calibrated to Shiller's monthly real dividend data 15 , yielding d = 0.0014, = 0.0072. The number of traders (N) in this stock market model is an important dimension we have to consider. Given that a very small number of traders would give a low chance of having the diversity in the market, we set the total number of traders to be 100. We find that this is a reasonable number that allows the model to have enough diversity regarding distributions of wealth, the number of stock shares, and the number of risk-free bonds. At the initialization step, the initial endowment S i0 and B i0 of stocks and bonds for each trader i are drawn from uniform distributions, For simplicity, the return on the risk-free bond (r f ) is exogenously given as 0%. We assume there is no upper bound for the total supply of risk-free bonds. Also, we assume the weights ( i , i ) on factors are all equal across hybrid traders. A tolerance level (Tol i ) is randomly drawn for each trader from a uniform distribution bounded between Tol L and Tol U . We set memory length to be ten trading periods for the short-memory case and 100 trading periods for the long-memory case. 16 For the network factor, we assume, for simplicity, that a trader weighs equally the portfolio profiles of his neighborhood traders, which means each neighborhood trader's stock holding gets a weight of 1∕N i . The ranges of tested values for the three trader attributes ( i , i ) selected as treatments factors are given in Table 3 .
Simulation results
In this section, we present the simulated stock market dynamics in which only a single type of traders exists. 17 The stock market dynamics along with the statistical properties of stock returns will be presented for each case, and comparisons between the cases will be made. Even though the stock 
Parameters Values
Number of traders (N) 100
Risk-free rate (r f ) 0
Aggression parameter for dividend factor (
Aggression parameter for technical factor (
Initial stock price (P 0 ) 166
Long-memory length (h Neighborhood weights ( i ) (
market with the single type of traders seems to be unrealistic, these experiments would provide a general picture of how the stock market evolves and would serve as benchmarks on which extensions could be developed for future studies.
Case 1 and Case 2: Dividend trader
For the dividend trader cases, we divide them into two subcases depending on memory length: longmemory vs. short-memory. The simulated times series for key endogenous variables for the dividend trader cases are shown in Figures 5 and 6 . In those figures, the top panels show the simulated series of stock prices and the middle panels show the simulated stock returns series. Finally, the bottom panels exhibit the series of trading volumes.
In both cases, the stock prices tend to trace out an upward trend in the dividend process, while the stock market with long-memory dividend traders generates more volatile stock price fluctuations. At first glance, this seems to stand in sharp contrast with the intuition: more use of the historical data creates higher stock return volatilities.
However, this is a natural consequence of the stochastic process of the dividend. As specified previously, the dividend process follows a random walk with a positive drift. Given that the dividend moving average based on the long-memory length moves slower than the short-memory length in Note: The horizontal x-axis denotes trading periods.
response to the new realization of the dividend in the current period, it is highly likely that the currently realized dividend differs much greater from the moving average in the long-memory case.
This greater discrepancy creates more rooms for the portfolio rebalancing. In other words, given that dividend follows a non-stationary process, the dividend moving average based on the longmemory scheme is prone to being irrelevant for evaluating the current profitability of the firm. Therefore, comparing the current dividend level to the long-memory moving average solicits more reactions from traders. This might cause more jagged fluctuations in stock prices.
The simulated moments of stock returns for the dividend trader cases are presented in Table 5 . The stock return distributions are characterized by being leptokurtic given that the excessive kurtosis is positive for two dividend trader cases, suggesting the existence of fat-tail in the stock return distributions. The table also shows that the long-memory case exhibits a greater dispersion in the stock return distribution than the short-memory case.
Comparing the simulated moments to those of the dividend process, both the long-memory dividend trader case and short-memory dividend trader case exhibit the excessive volatility and fat tail properties observed in actual stock return data, while the first moments are similar to the drift in the dividend process. These results, indeed, are in line with Shiller's (1981) empirical observations. Note: The horizontal x-axis denotes trading periods.
To check the existence of conditional heteroscedasticity in stock return volatility, we carry out ARCH effect tests proposed by Engle (1982) . The test rejects the null hypothesis that there are no ARCH effects in stock return volatilities. Table 6 presents LM test statistics for various lags. F-statistics of these tests are highly significant, with p-values being close to zero, for all lags considered.
Case 3: Technical traders
As a next pure type trader, we report the simulation results for runs of the stock market populated only with technical traders. In this run, all traders are heterogeneous in terms of their initial endowments and levels. 18 Technical traders anchor on the stock return in rebalancing their portfolios. Regarding the memory length, technical traders have super-short-memory lengths in the sense that the stock returns in other periods do not matter, except for the previous trading period. By construction, technical traders inject positive feedback into stock prices for they demand more stock shares after a large stock price increase, and conversely. Figure 7 shows the simulated series of key variables of the stock market with technical traders. The top panel shows the simulated stock price series, which exhibits a quite stable cyclical pattern with an upward trend. The upward trend seems to reflect the wealth effect generated by the periodic dividend payments. 19 One notable finding, in this case, is the collapse in stock prices following notrade states in each cycle.
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Investigating the volume of trading shows that cyclical ups and downs in stock prices accompany with the same pattern of trading volume. The trading volume and the stock price fluctuations are highly correlated in this case. As shown in Figure 8 , the stock market is marked by the frequent dominance of one type of market forces.
At this point, we have to ask what triggers the collapse in stock prices and make exchanges resume after no-trade states. It is intuitively unclear about this cyclical pattern. However, the detailed investigation of simulated data provides us with the clue about this cyclical pattern. The peak in stock prices is always followed by the no-trade states. In principle, the no-trade state leads to the indeterminacy of a stock price in that period. As construction, we assume that traders evaluate, during no-trade states, their wealth based the stock price in the period followed by the no-trade period. 21 In addition to that, we further assume that technical traders perceive stock returns in the no-trade state periods as zero. This leads to the greater difference between the current portfolio and the desired portfolio in the periods following no-trade periods. 
Holder Fraction
Case 4: Network traders
The other intriguing component of the model is that it captures the mimetic behavior of a trader by incorporating the neighborhood portfolio profile into the portfolio choice of a trader. In this section, we report simulation findings from runs of the stock market model with network traders linked under SWN.
The top panel of Figure 9 shows the simulated stock prices during the first 100 trading periods. After a few of adjustment periods, the stock prices stay constant as no-trade states continue. The simulated trading volume series is presented in the bottom panel of Figure 9 . It suggests that the difference between a trader's portfolio weight and his neighborhoods' portfolio weights quickly disappear by the initial rounds of stock exchanges. This can be verified in Figure 10 , which shows the time paths of x it for three traders in the run. Trader 1 and Trader 2 are directly linked, while Trader 3 has no direct links with two other traders. Traders 1 and Trader 2 end up with the similar level of portfolio weights after one trading period. On the other hand, Trader 3 remains still below that level.
A downward trend in x it for all trader is due to the subsequent no-trade states and the continuous dividend payments in the form of risk-free bonds.
It is interesting to observe that trades do not resume even after dividend payment. This may happen because, once a pure-network trader conforms his portfolio weight to those of his neighboring traders, he will not engage in further trades unless the dividend payments disturb his wealth in a way that makes x it deviate significantly from the average stock shareholdings of his neighborhood traders. Since traders must be outside their tolerance levels before they change their current stock holdings, the small perturbations caused by dividend payments do not result in further trades.
Even though the stock market populated with network traders produces simple results, we expect the role of network traders would not be negligible for the stock market in which network traders interact with other types of traders. Mimicking other traders' investment behavior might give rise to complex market dynamics. For example, suppose the stock market is populated with dividend traders (i.e. fundamentalists) and network traders. Even small perturbations to the fundamentals can lead to overreaction (De Bondt & Thaler, 1985) in asset prices due to herd behavior by network traders, which implies mimicking behavior can become a key destabilizing factor in financial markets. 
Case 5 and Case 6: Hybrid trader cases
In this section, we report results from the cases in which traders consider all three factors. As in the dividend trader cases, we also have two experiment environments depending on memory length: long-memory length vs. short-memory length. The simulated run of the stock market with the longmemory hybrid traders is presented in Figure 11 , and that of stock market with short-memory hybrid traders is shown in Figure 12 . In those figures, the top panels show simulated stock prices and the middle panels show simulated stock returns. The bottom panels show the simulated volume of trade. Table 7 summarizes the moments of the simulated stock returns. Unlike the dividend trader Note: The horizontal x-axis denotes trading periods.
case, there is not a substantial difference in the second moments between the two cases, while the fat tail property is more pronounced in the long-memory case.
The simulated moments of stock returns, shown in Table 7 , conform to the first moment and the second moment of the dividend process, while the third moment and the fourth moment are not consistent with a normal distribution. Comparing these hybrid trader cases to dividend trader cases, the stock market with hybrid traders seems to generate a less volatile stock return process. Note: The horizontal x-axis denotes trading periods.
As done in dividend trader cases, we also conduct ARCH effect tests for stock returns generated in hybrid trader cases. We reject the null hypothesis that there are no ARCH effects in stock return volatilities. Table 8 shows that F-statistics of these tests are highly significant for all lags considered.
Post-earnings shock dynamics
In this section, we investigate how earnings shocks leading to periods, when no dividends are paid, affects the stock price dynamics. In these experiments, the only difference is made on the dividend process: We construct an experimental environment in which the firm goes through a recession, which forces it not to make dividend payments to shareholders for four trading periods. Specifically, negative earnings shocks begin at time t = 100 and continue until t = 103, referred to below as the recessionary phase. The dividend process then reverts to its normal path, referred to below as the recovery phase. Figure 13 compares stock price fluctuations between the long-memory dividend trader case and the long-memory hybrid trader case. It shows that, for the long-memory hybrid trader case, the stock price falls to a lesser extent than the long-memory dividend trader case. The interesting finding is that stock prices overshoot to a greater extent during the recovery phase from the recession. This implies the long-memory hybrid trader case generates an asymmetry in stock prices between the recessionary phase and the expansionary phase. 
Stock Price
Trading Periods long memory dividend trader long memory hybrid trader
The stock price asymmetry in response to shocks can be explained by interactions between the washing-out effect and the positive-feedback effect, both of which are caused by the technical factor and the network factor in x it . It seems that the washing-out effect dominates the stock price dynamics at the beginning of the recessionary phase, while the positive-feedback effect dominates the stock price dynamics during the recovery phase. The sources of these two effects are the same, but the timings of occurrence differ. At the beginning of the recessionary phase, traders have a strong desire to sell stock shares because their current zero dividend deviates significantly from the dividend moving average. On the contrary, at the recovery phase, other factors amplify the urge to buy more shares, which eventually leads to overshooting in stock prices.
The short-memory case is presented in Figure 14 . As opposed to the long-memory case, the overshooting in stock prices is more pronounced for the short-memory dividend trader case. This finding implies that the dramatic innovation in earnings in the recovery phase gets more amplified in the short-memory dividend trader case. This is because earnings performance in the recession periods dominates in the moving average based on short-memory compared to those in relatively distant periods.
Wealth dynamics
In this section, we consider the real wealth 24 dynamics across different trading types. In this experiment, we populate the stock market with multiple trading types. Note that traders are structurally same except trading type and tolerance level parameter (Tol i ). Let AvgM r t denote the cross-sectional average real wealth of traders of a specific trading type in period t for the rth run of the simulation. 25 Figure shows, depending the trading type, an average real wealth of traders (AvgM t ), which is averaged across multiple runs in each period.
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According to Figure 15 , the long memory dividend traders' average wealth is highest among six types of traders, while network traders most underperform. Table 9 presents the average wealth growth rate of each trading type. Regarding wealth growth, we don't observe any discernible differences among different trading types except that technical traders' wealth growth exhibits the highest volatility. 
Stock Price
Trading Periods short memory dividend trader short memory hybrid trader
There is a caveat to making inferences from the results in Figure 15 : it is inappropriate to conclude that one trading type is superior to other types by simply observing these results. To check the supremacy of one strategy to others, we have to introduce an evolutionary market environment in which the composition of traders is dynamically changing according to some performance measures.
In other words, it is closely related to the question of whether switching from one trading type to another trading type yields a higher wealth growth, while all other traders are also simultaneously contemplating possible moves. In this environment, a stock market is inherently dynamic. Thus, the superiority of one trading type should be investigated in a context that permits a dynamically changing composition of traders.
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My future research will focus on the possibility of the emergence of a stable composition of trading types, including the possible dominance of one trading type. 
Concluding remarks
This study develops a simple yet flexible stock market model permitting the comparative study of different types of stock trading behaviors about market performance. Certain types of behaviors have been shown to result in stock return outcomes matching the stylized facts of actual stock markets.
Depending on the choice of information set 28 from which traders anchor for portfolio rebalancing, traders are modeled into three different trading types: dividend trader, technical trader, and network trader.
29 Furthermore, the endogenous trading decision of buying and selling, coupled with a stock rationing scheme in case of the nonexistence of a market clearing price, is another distinguishing feature of the model. This study shows that stock market performance metrics are quite sensitive to the trading types of traders and memory length. Specifically, if all traders only consider the firm dividend, and the dividend process is non-stationary, then long-memory traders make the stock return process more volatile than short-memory traders. If all traders only consider a past stock return, stock prices exhibit a cyclical pattern. On the other hand, if all traders simply mimic the choices of their neighborhood traders, the stock market converges to a no-trade state after short periods of stock exchanges. Finally, the fat-tailed property in the distribution of stock returns is more pronounced when traders place equal weight on the three factors than when traders place weight only on firm profitability.
The model is subject to several limitations. First of all, the feature of no learning capabilities is unrealistic in the sense that real-world agents make constant adaptations to the ever-changing environment. For example, when the market consists only of pure technical traders, who only consider a past stock return movement, there is a possibility to exploit the resulting clear pattern in stock prices.
One possible way to overcome this limitation is to introduce learning algorithms for the formation of weights on the three factors. Specifically, instead of assuming fixed weights on the factors determining trading behavior, traders could learn how to set these weight by some performance measures. This type of extension opens the door to capturing both heterogeneity and the adaptive behavior of traders.
The other limitation of the model is the fact that, unlike traditional risk-based asset pricing models, the model does not take into account the risk preferences of traders. To introduce a volatility measure as one of the factors would be an effective way of overcoming this limitation. Additionally, a different measure of firm profitability, such as dividend yield, could be used, provided the stylized fact that dividend yield predicts future asset returns for several asset classes (Cochrane, 1993) .
Various interesting extensions of this work can be undertaken. First, this stock market model can be appropriately embedded into a macroeconomic model in which the dividend of a firm is endogenously determined by the firm's innovation endeavor. Second, the stock market model can be generalized to permit different types of traders to compete for survival. It would be interesting to see whether particular types of trading eventually dominate the market in this evolutionary setting. Third, allowing traders to choose their trade networks endogenously is another intriguing application. This extension would make it possible to explore how the stock market dynamics and the network properties are inter-related and coevolve. Finally, the study on stock market performance from competition between rational fundamental traders and behavioral traders described in the model would be an additional contributing factor to the Efficient Market Hypothesis debate. 
